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THE CIRCLE CITY:

PLANNING FOR RESOURCEFUL CITIES
8 - 12 January 2018
Dr. Federico Savini - Prof. Zef Hemel

How can cities reuse their resources to provide for housing, public spaces and
urban qualities? How can planning reduce the environmental impact of urban
development? What type of policies and projects can we design in make urban
space more adaptive to energy, waste and water resources?
The 2018 edition of the Studio will explore the impact and practice of the
principles of circularity in developing urban areas, housing, public space. Still
today, the idea of circularity is not yet addressed in the field of planning and urban
development. The Studio therefore engages with it in order to explore the
transformation of the urban fabrics, the changing spatial practices and modes of
governance that are underlying the shift to an idea of close-loop material flows
and circular economy. The format of the studio combines critical scholarship, policy
making and case study analysis in the context of Amsterdam Region. It is
organized around 4 topics.

Program
Date

Topic

08/01

10/01

International Scientific
Expert

Dutch Speakers
from Practice

Spatial Practice
Presentation

Circular flows and urban Prof. Herbert Girardet
change: introduction to World Future Council
circularirty

Prof. Ellen van
Bueren

Kees Veerman

Spatial fabrics of closed
loops development

Dr. Federico
Cugurullo

Eric Frijters

Paul Jansen

West-as project

Jeremy Croes
Schiphol Airport

TU Delft

Ministry of Infrastructure and
Environment, Circular
Netherlands 2040
FABRICations

Trinity College Dublin

11/01

Social reciprocity or
sharing costs:
privatisation or
commoning in localities

Prof. Christian Iaione

Stef Le Fevre

Francesca Miazzo

12/01

The politics of the
circular democracy

Prof. Erik Swyngedouw

Jurn de Winter

Arne Hendriks

13/01

Final presentations of
student projects

Attending Experts:

Free entrance
Registration required
Location to be announced

Laboratory for the Governance
of the commons Bologna and
LUISS Roma

University of Manchester

City of Amsterdam

Circle Economy
Amsterdam

CITIES foundation Editor of
‘Wasted City’

Artist and creator of FATberg

!

Marjolein Brasz, Business connector of the Amsterdam Economic Board for Circular

!Economy

Andre Struker, Strategic Advisor at Waternet

Time: 9.30 - 13.00
Location: Universiteitstheater, room 3.01, Nieuwe Doelenstraat 16, 1012 CP Amsterdam
On Wednesday 10th, the Studio will open a public debate at Pakhuis de Zwijger, at 19:30 (Kleine Zaal).
Location of Saturday meeting will be communicated by email to the registered participants. All days are open to external
participants. Please register by sending email to urbanstudies@uva.nl indicating your address and full name. Costs: €150/
week, €40/day (please specify day). Costs for institutions: €800/week, €200/day.

